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II.
I.

INTRODUCTION

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION

Epoxy Tailing is the excess amount included during
dispense process as shown in Figure 3. And this excess epoxy
can splatter to leads, die and pad as shown in Figure 4. Epoxy
on leads was induced during glue dispense pattern on
leadframe extending from the center to leads.

Die attach, also known as die bonding, is the process of
attaching (or bonding) a die (or chip) to a substrate, leadframe
or another die. This process can take on many forms and can
be applied in many different ways. The common die attach
material is Epoxy.
Epoxy Dispensed through dispensing needle or nozzle by
controlled volume on the substrate. The location of the
dispensing is controlled with vision control system in the die
attach equipment as illustrated in Figure 1.

Fig. 3. Epoxy on Leads at Die Bond

Fig. 4. Epoxy on Leads at Visual Inspection

III.

EVALUATION ASSEMBLY PROCESS IMPROVEMENT

One of the solution is to optimize the Parameter for the
Epoxy Dispense. Below is the Diagram of experimental study
using Design of Experiment (DOE) shown in Figure 5.

Fig. 1. Epoxy Dispense Process

The excessive flow of epoxy between dispensed patterns
can lead to Epoxy tailing as shown in Figure 2, due to un
optimized dispense parameters. This can cause different epoxy
dispense related problem; such as Epoxy on Lead, Epoxy
splatter and Epoxy Bridging. This study is performed to
eliminate the cause of epoxy related defects.

Fig. 5. Diagram of experimental study
Fig. 2. Excessive Epoxy tailing and Epoxy on Leads failure mechanism

The Input Variables are the Burst Time, Standby Height to
Leadframe, Process Speed and Snuffback Time, there are the
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factors that can induce epoxy on leads if not controlled on an
optimized setting. Below is the table for Summary of Design
of Experiment (DOE) shown in Table I.
TABLE I. Design of the Experiment

Fig. 8. Main Effect plot for Epoxy on leads

Regression Test was performed to validate if Snuffback
time can induced Epoxy on Leads compare to Fast Snuffback
time in Figure 9. There is a strong positive relationship
between Snuffback time and EOL PPM as indicated by the
correlation value 82% changed in EOL PPM can be explained
by the Snuffback time Linear Fit on Snuffback time is 32.29ms near to -30ms setting.

Based on the Pareto and Normal probability plots in Figure
6, the main significant predictor is Snuffback time

Fig. 6. Pareto and Normal probability plots

Based from Minitab Factorial Regression in Figure 7, the
R-sq (adj) of model = 90.98% which means a strong linear
trend among factors and the response variable. And the P
value = 0.000 the model is significant in predicting the
variability of the response variable.

Fig. 9. Regression Test

IV.

CONCLUTION & RECOMMENDATIONS

Decrease in value of Snuffback time (-) will result to earlier
end of pressure pulse and earlier deceleration on writing
pattern. Glue tailing reduce while dispenser is moving upward
Increase in value of Snuffback time (+) will results to late end
of pressure pulse and late deceleration on writing pattern. Glue
tailing exist while dispenser is moving upward.
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Fig. 7. Factorial Regression

In Figure 8, based on the main effect plot, Epoxy on Leads
PPM reduce as Snuffback time increases or faster.
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